Press release for immediate publication 6th June 2019.
June 6th, 2019 Streamstar, a.s. - a high-tech company specializing in software development
and the manufacturer of cutting-edge hardware tools for the live sports production and
streaming industry is pleased to announce and welcome Mr. Kevin Fitzgerald as Sales and
Business Development Director.
Kevin will be responsible for driving sales, revenue and the development of business
opportunities as well as expanding Streamstar’s reseller network in the EMEA region. His
business experience and reputation in the broadcasting industry made Kevin the natural
choice for Streamstar’s next stages of growth.
Kevin Fitzgerald said: “I am delighted to join Streamstar. Their product range is ideal for the
live sports production industry’s rapidly growing need for quality content on the Web, OTT,
or traditional broadcast platforms. Ease of use, professional features and broadcast quality
results produced in extremely cost-effective way are Streamstar’s foremost attraction.”
Rado Toth - CEO Streamstar, a.s. said: “We are very excited to welcome Kevin to our team
and looking forward to his contribution in building new relationships with end users and
partners.”
Kevin Fitzgerald can be contacted at: fitzgerald@streamstar.com
About Streamstar:
European technology company specialising in software and hardware solutions and live production tools for
the streaming video industry. Streamstar’s innovative concepts and its all-in-one live production systems have
revolutionized the streaming industry. Streamstar has become the industry’s trend-setter, changing the way
live events are produced. Streamstar also pioneered the IP revolution designing large scale remote production
systems years before any other competitor.
Its experience, know-how and focus on innovation, technological advances and user-friendly workflows has
enabled Streamstar to create exceptional live production systems with a high degree of automation and
flexibility. A single operator can easily perform complex tasks and produce professional-quality, multi-camera
video productions in an extremely cost-effective way. Streamstar systems deliver professional results at
minimal investment. They are being used all over the world by users ranging from small productions to large
TV networks.

